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«THEY HAVE THE COLOR OF THE EARTH AND THE STRENGTH OF A VOLCANO. » 
Sylvain Augier 

 « Coming from the beginning of time and from tomorrow, Les Commandos Percu remind us that we 

live on a ball of fire and that there is no greater sorcery than this fusion with the circle of fire which 

removes the shades and brings men closer. Giddiness, fireworks of emotions, immediate feelings of 

touching the essence of humanity, the spectacles of Les Commandos Percu are a kind of initiation 

into our human condition in its terrible and elementary beauty. »  

Gil Pressnitzer 
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STATEMENT OF INTENT 

“This primary rhythm, obsessing and liberating, 

that transforms pain into joy."  

Liz Mac Comb 
Blues-gospel singer 

“This is peace, where we come from is peace." 

 Chant des tambours de guerre Ingoma 

 

 

«Tchernobyl, or how to turn the memory of an absurd disaster into a life’s hymn made of screams, drums, 

sparkles and explosions. 

It was a day in April 1986, I had created a nice rhythm by shaking a box of matches when suddenly the 

disaster was announced on TV. The next day, this innocent rhythm produced by a box of matches became a 

massive sound of drums accelerating, culminating in a final explosion. I wanted to describe a fine and complex 

molecule of life, when accelerating it became overheated, it turned into an absurd and destructive smash, then 

it became deathly quiet. Tchernobyl became a part of Les Commandos Percu’s repertoire. 

Curiously, the result is cheerful, lively and pressurized by a tuneful tempo; it’s almost like a love spasm… 

Besides, in the version of « Le Concert de feu », it is a great moment of fireworks where we have deployed 

many stratagems to create “astronomical scenes”, plenty of circles, spirals and trajectories, like a painting of 

the starlit sky. 

I even believe that we could play this partition… in reverse order! Then, it will relate like a kind of Big Bang in 

which the elementary base gets organized round a pulsation, to end in this fine molecule of life. 

Before playing music, one of my interests was biology. I didn’t forget the spirals of DNA; those small 

monuments of complexity which create such nice things like green eyes or a leaf of lettuce, composed by 

simple elements. All of that is a matter of combination. We find this phenomenon also in music and particularly 

in the rhythm. » 

Raymond Gabriel 
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COMPANY INTRODUCTION 

Energy in motion 

For almost 15 years the team has traveled the world with its innovative percussion work and specialized in 

knowledge about fireworks.  

The fusion between music and fireworks stands as its main mechanism. A language that is new and ancestral at 

the same time goes through several cultures and genres. 

A third element is then added in: mobility, or the art of surprise, that leads musicians/pyrotechnicians to 

greater challenges – justifying the company’s name.  

Commandos Percu's shows are mainly part of the street art field. They can also fit to music festivals or private 

events. Some special creations are preceded by introduction and training courses bringing along different kinds 

of people. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

« They push away artistic 

boundaries, bring poetry into 

everyday life, they are able to 

create collective emotions. » 

Didier Kimmoun 
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SHOWS 

On the Night Shift 
2012 Anglo-French creation  

 
Outdoor – fixed - night – multidisciplinary (16 artists on stage: 7 dancers and 9 drummers) 

Duration 30 minutes  

Audience several thousands of people 

On the Night Shift is an actual Anglo-French collaboration between les Commandos Percu and 12 british artists 

– percussionists and dancers coming from Northwest England. This specially-commissioned spectacular show 

will receive its world premiere in the Lake District as one of only 4 official opening events for the London 2012 

Festival on 21 June 2012.  

On the Night Shift will be presented again in Preston (as the finale of the Preston Guild and on the final day of 

the Paralympic Games) on 9 September 2012 before embarking on a national and international tour from 

October 2012. 

On the Night Shift is co-commissioned by Lakes Alive, the London 2012 Festival, Preston Guild, Arts Council 

England, We Play Expo and the Lake District National Park Authority 
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" As all drummers do, we have been listening and 

looking around for all kind of items that would lead 

us to turn noises into sounds. And with a deafening 

noise, the sounds of the world came into our 

music."   

Destruction ! Curls of hope billow from our drums. 

CREATION 2011  

Premiere on the official line up of Festival Chalon dans la Rue on July 20th to 23th 2011. 
 

Outdoor – fixed - night  

Duration 30 minutes  

Audience several thousands of people  

The volcano has this double capacity: to destroy everything on one hand, to fertilize the ground on the other 

hand. The human race carries in her the same ambiguity. This creation is about the cathartic and fertile 

destruction. To destroy, it is not to attack or to to feel threatened, but to free something, simple values : « Let 

us not close our senses nor our heart, let us open on what surrounds us, let us break all Berlin Walls which 

grow around us in our everyday life. » 

 

 

 
 

 

 

 

Coproductions : Association Big Drum / L’Abattoir, International Street Art Center, City of Chalon-sur-Saône /  

l’Usine (Tournefeuille, France). Partners : Rythmes & Sons, l’A-Gens, La Cellule, City of Joué-Lès-Tours, City of 

Dreux, City of Tourcoing, City of Pernes, Toulouse Summer Festival. Financial supports: Communauté de 

Communes de Coteaux Bellevue, City of Toulouse, Conseil Général Haute Garonne, Région Midi-Pyrénées. 
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B.P.M. Bombs Per Minute – Très Méchant(s) 
Angry percussions 

Outdoor - Night  

Duration: 35 minutes 

Audience: 1000 to 15000 people 

 

Is destruction a creation ? 

 

This show is about the violence held in the act of creation. It is a topic fully expressed by the use of percussions 

and fire.  

All this is just a game, the cry of children playing a full of anger yet funny game. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Très Méchant(s)- Bombs per Minute is a coproduction : association Big Drum / L’Abattoir, Centre TransNational des Arts de la Rue, Chalon sur Saône City / Des Bains Douches company. 

As an answer to the violence of the world, 

Bombs per Minute attempts to drown the 

audience in noise and rage with the 

intention of reaching peace and silence in 

the end. A delightful performance, a great 

moment of crushing pyrotechnics. 
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Le Concert de Feu 

 

Outdoor - Night  

Duration: 45 to 60 minutes 

Audience: several thousand people 

 

 

Le Concert de Feu is an outdoor concert created in 1996.  

The Commandos Percu come out from amid the audience with their big drums and go up on stage into a 

volcanic set. Drums and fire answer each other. Sound, images and time come together in a creative chemistry. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

  

The shouting of the crowd 

answers to the rhythm of gigantic 

drum and it all leads to an 

apocalyptic and amazing end. 
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Les Interventions Mobiles 

Outdoor-night  

Duration up to 1 hr 30  

Audience several thousand people 

 

Les Interventions Mobiles laid the foundation for the company’s history: being an interventionist band, able to 

surround the public area no matter what its shape. The choice is clear: they will go closer to their audience, 

abolish the stage or, more precisely, use the whole space as a space of creation. 

From direct contact with the public to big parades in the city, the huge sound box drives across the city.  This 

human machine shows off its rhythm and drags the audience along a path punctuated with audio surprises 

made of nearby fireworks. 

 

 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

The choice is clear: they will go 

closer to their audience, abolish 

the stage or, more precisely, use 

the whole space as a space of 

creation. 
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Boum égale Boum 

Indoor 

Duration 1 hr 15  

Audience 1000 people 

Boum égale Boum was created in 1999, it is an indoor performance. 

This percussion concert confronts the chaos of percussion with smooth melodies played by exclusive 

instruments. Typical Commandos Percu’s "elements of surprise" punctuate the show.  

 

 

Le Percutant 

Outdoor  -   day/night 

Duration from 45 minutes to 2 hours 

Audience several thousand people 

Commandos Percu's vessel is a giant musical instrument, a rhythmical station.  

This machine is characterized by a mobile stage dragged along by a truck. On board stand the craziest percussion 

instruments and the necessary elements for audio, lighting and nearby fireworks.  

It is sometimes difficult to tell the 
difference between the noises of war and 
the sound of a party. 
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Special creations and training courses (stages spectacles) 

 
The Stages Spectacles have always been a field of the company’s work.  

The challenge of a new script comes together with the meeting of trainees and volunteers who are initiated into 

performing arts.  

Getting closer to the audience means knowing how to pass on knowledge but also how to lead trainees in an 

artistic and human adventure. The Stages Spectacles make a synergy between local entities and a cultural line-

up possible. The teaching of both rhythm and fireworks provides tools and material to create a powerful event 

as a result of artists and trainees’ work. 

Introduction to rhythm, instrument building, introduction to pyrotechnics, production workshops and the 

creation of a performance in the district or in the city, the Stages Spectacles are open to children as well as 

adults. It leads to a unique creation, a big moment of sharing and emotion. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

  

Getting closer to the audience 

means knowing how to pass on 

knowledge but also how to lead 

trainees in an artistic and human 

adventure. 
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REFERENCES 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

  

 

 

 

  

 

Festival Derby Feste - UK 
Festival Les Accroche-Cœurs - Angers 
Festival Internacional de Teatro (FIT)  – Brésil 
Ansan Street Arts Festival – Corée 
Chalon dans la rue – Chalon sur Saône 
Festival de rue de Ramonville 
Andersen Festival – Sestri Levante - Italie  
Nuit d’Eté – Toulouse 
Centre Pompidou – Paris 
Festival Ideklic – Moirans 
Stockton International Riverside Festival - UK 
Féria de Nîmes – Nîmes 
Festival Jazz sur son 31 – Toulouse 
Europe et théâtre de rue – Bagnères de Bigorre 
Sydney Festival – Sidney 
Les Turbulentes – Vieux Condé 
Futuroscope – Poitiers 
Paradise Gardens in Victoria Park – Londres 
Les Feux de Garonne – Bègles 
Carnaval de Nice – Nice 
European Music Festival for Young People - Belgique 
Les Scénomanies – Le Mans 
Les Années Joué - Joué les Tours 
Festival Les Odyssées - Ambès  
Le Chaînon Manquant – Cahors 
Festival Les Uburlesques – Laval 
Odyssud – Blagnac 
Exposition Internationale Zaragoza - Espagne 
Festival Life Vilnius – Lituanie 
Fest’Art – Libourne 
Fêtes de la St-Louis – Sète 
Festival international de Chassepierre – Belgique 
Draguifolies – Draguignan 
Norfolk & Norwich Festival - UK 
Les Chemins de l’Imaginaire – Terrasson  
Festival Uit in Vlissingen – Hollande 
National Arts Festival – Singapour 
Festival Celebrate Toronto – Canada 
Fête de la musique – Ajaccio 
Fête au Parc Montreau – Montreuil 
Thionville Lumières - Thionville 
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TEAM / CONTACTS 

Les Commandos Percu, a Big Drum production: 

 

Head office:          

Association BIG DRUM  

8 route de Saint Loup    

31180 St Geniès Bellevue     

N° Licence : 2-1050400  

+ 33 (0)5 61 35 00 77 

+ 33 (0)6 82 30 58 37 

contact@commandospercu.com 

www.commandospercu.com 

 

Artistic team: 

Raymond Gabriel     Artistic director, musician, pyrotechnician 

Stéphane Augier    Musician – pyrotechnician 

Metty Bénistant    Musician - pyrotechnician 

Bernard Graell     Musician - pyrotechnician 

Yann Mounot     Musician - pyrotechnician 

Ruddy Thery     Musician - pyrotechnician 

 

Technical team: 

Yann Mounot   Coordination  

François Hourtané    Sound manager 

Michel Pradillon    Light manager 

 

Administration, production, communication: 

Chloé Aubin 

Lisa Trouilhet 
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PRESS REVIEW 

«The art as a vector of democracy and rise of the collective ". 

Four years after their passage noticed in the official line up of Chalon dans la Rue festival, Les Commandos 

Percu will come back next summer the 20th-23th July 2011. They were in residence this week in 

L’Abattoir/International Street Art Center for the creation of a new show, entitled Destruction! But do not worry, 

behind this terrible word, hides a pacifist message: «Let us not close our senses nor our heart, let us open on 

what surrounds us, let us break all Berlin Walls which grow around us in our everyday life".   

The newspaper of Saône-et-Loire 

« Lights, drumbeats…let the Concert of Fire begin »  

Flashes of brightly coloured lights shot through Choa Chu Kang last night. And a frenetic pounding of drums 

filled the air. Residents rushed to their balconies, which were suddenly lit up as brilliant colours streamed into 

their homes, and their window panes started rattling. To their amazement, right in front of Lot 1 shopping 

centre, blinding fireworks were shooting high into the sky. (...) it was the Percussion Commandos performing a 

preview of the Concert of Fire, this year’s Arts Festival closing act. And what a finale it is! Dizzying percussion 

pieces by the group of nine Frenchmen go with 400kg of fireworks, which keep coming at different points 

during their hour-long performance. 

« Percussion and fireworks » 

« It’s very simple, why we do this », said artistic director Raymond Gabriel, 

« Percussion makes boom, fireworks make boom too! ». Each musician pounds away on specially designed 

drum sets that can spew sparks. (...) despite the blinding show of light, Mr Gabriel stresses that the music 

comes first. 

« The fireworks must be justified by the music, » said Mr Gabriel« We are a musical band first of all, and our 

music is the common thing that reaches out to everyone. » 

L’indépendant 
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« Drums at night, fire in the sky » 

An ending with a bang, certainly not a whimper, as fireworks and drumbeats signal a fitting farewell to this year’s Arts 

Festival. Concert of Fire, by French group Les Commandos Percu, combined wild percussion and pyrotechnics to provide a 

fitting end as the Arts Festival’s closing event. 

The performers underscored the visual experience with steady and furious percussion. 

With all kinds of fireworks shooting every which way above the stage, it was a light show that certainly delighted. 

The Straits Times 

 

« (…) A personal folklore » 

Armed with their special instruments, they perform their personal compositions. « We create our own folklore. 

We consider ourselves from nowhere and thus it is as if we came from everywhere, which is close to the African 

myth of the speaking drum ». said Raymond Gabriel. « in our shows, we don’t use words, it’s the drum that 

speaks. » And wherever they perform, the audience positively receives the imagination and creativity of the 

Commandos. The New-Caledonia acclaims them. The finale was as a symphony : triumphal. » 

Les Nouvelles Calédoniennes 

 

« Les Commandos Percu : they create fire ! »… 

At the end of the concert, we wait : « strong, powerful. Never seen such a thing !». 

However, their sort of battledresses must not fool you., these pacifist musicians set off bombs. Crackling 

thunder, explosions at the end of innocent drumsticks. A lamp screwed onto their foreheads, they attack their 

handmade instruments with a tough rhythm and a dry, forceful tap. The sounds alone are enough to convince 

but the firework display starts and astounds us.(…) 

(…) They make their way through the crowd to reach the stage. A halo of fascinated people follow them as if 

they were attracted, magnetized by the brightness and warmness of the fire. Sparklers are lit and given to the 

crowd. Each individual is turned into an active part of the show. The night sky is crossed by lightning sparks, 

like a surrealistic Milky Way. Saint-Vaast and the beffroi light up, suddenly splashed by a fire coming from far 

away. (…) » 

La Voix du Nord  
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« Percussion and fireworks » 

« It’s very simple, why we do this », said artistic director Raymond Gabriel, « Percussion makes boom, 

fireworks make boom too! »  

Each musician pounds away on specially designed drum sets that can spew sparks.  

But despite the blinding show of light, Raymond Gabriel stresses that the music comes first.  

« The fireworks must be justified by the music. » said Mr Gabriel.  

« We are a musical band first of all, and our music is the common thing that reaches out to everyone. »     

The New Paper, Singapore  

 

"For us, percussion is a language and we can see that all around the world, people understand something of our 

percussion language. We think that the language of percussion is the same language as that of fire." 

Raymond Gabriel’s interview for the European Pyrotechnic Arts News 

 

« (…) Moments of tenderness »  

This folklore, if nothing less, surprises us from nowhere, with these musicians and their specific instruments : 

the iron drum which is tapped at 800 turns per minute by a drill and screw, sheets of titanium from airplanes, 

an instrument like « balafon », a chime 

The most powerful and energetic musical and pyrotechnical scenes are subtly alternated with moments of 

tenderness stolen from this brutal world. » 

Dernières Nouvelles d’Alsace 
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MEDIA 

Press release 

Press review  

Stages-Spectacles brochure  

2008 and 2009 cards 

2007 brochure 

2007 poster, 40x60cm 

DVD Le Concert de Feu, live at Festival Ça bouge encore Toulouse 2002 / a film by Maryse Bergonzat  

DVD Très Méchant(s), live at Chalon dans la rue and Festival de Ramonville 2007 / a film by Fred Gobin 

CD audio B.P.M Bombs Per Minute 

CD-Rom with video clips and high definition pictures 
 

Picture copyrights : Vincent Blot, Pascal Ducos, Laure Dupau, Gregory Freland, Stéphane Henriques, Bernard Lehelley, Charlène Moreau, Dominique Macel, Yann 

Mambert, Pidz, C. Povse, Ron Rutten, M. Spingler, Joel Verhoustraeten, Ruben Vermeersch, Steve Chevillard, Daniel Saint-Léger, A. Jaffré, F. Delhomme, S. Redon, W. 

Naijd. 

 

PARTNERS 

Ville de Toulouse 

Conseil Général de la Haute-Garonne 

Conseil Régional Midi-Pyrénées 

Communauté de communes des Côteaux Bellevue 

Rythmes & Sons 

 

  

       

  

 

 


